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New England Riders is a group of motorcyclists who self-organize to ride and have fun with other
riders. It is not a club; there are no dues, membership, rules, or officers. We are an inclusive group
and all motorcycle brands are welcome. We believe in safe group riding and being respectful toward
others. Everyone is welcome to participate in the Facebook Group, the forum, at social gatherings,
and on rides.

I
Introduction
Map Themes refer to the scheme of colors used for various map elements, such as
the map display background, highways, major and minor roads and various
geographical features.
Many newer Garmin devices, including some Nuvi, Drive, Drive, DriveSmart, Dezyl and
Zumo GPSs allow users to select from a variety of preloaded Map Themes, each
defining a set of colors for the various map elements. When a different Map Theme is
selected, the colors of the map elements displayed on the GPS change to whatever
the Map Theme contains.
Based on personal preference some people find one Map Theme to have more
contrast than others. Choosing a map Theme with higher contrast can help address
the most common complaints of some of the newer GPSs: that the screen washes out
in bright sunlight. Changing to a higher contrast Map Theme may help improve screen
visibility.
In addition to selecting one of the preloaded Map Themes, custom map themes
created by third parties can be found on various internet forums and downloaded to
your GPS.
Finally, if a user is particularly adventurous they can create a custom Map Theme
where they define the colors for various map elements and the width of certain map
elements such as the various road types, the active route, and on some devices the
width of a track.

Examples of the Zumo 595 preloaded Map Themes:
(Garmin uses and odd convention of naming the various Map Themes with country names.)

Belgium

Danmark

Deutschland

France

Garmin

GarminHV

Italia

Luxembourg

Navigon

Nederland

Osterreich

Polska

Russia

Slovensko

Suomi

United Kingdom

II
Changing Map Themes
The specific steps to change Map Themes will vary a little from one GPS model to
another but should be similar.
To change Map Themes on many Nuvi, Dezl, Zumo 390, Zumo 590 and Zumo 595
GPSs:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open Settings
Tap Map & Vehicle
Tap Map Theme
Select your desired Map Theme (A preview of the Map Theme will be shown on
the right side of the screen)
5. Tap Save
6. Tap Back Arrow twice to exit Settings menu

III
Adding Custom Map Themes
Custom Map Themes can be added in addition to the preloaded Map Themes.
Adding custom Map Themes to a GPS is fairly straightforward. Once the user has
found a Custom Map theme they want to add it should be downloaded to their
computer, the name changed to one they will recognize, and then copied to the GPS.
Then in the GPS you just need to change to the new Map Theme you have just added
using the steps in the previous section I.

Very Important regarding Map Theme Names:
The file name is not the name displayed in your GPS! Simply changing the file name
will not change the name displayed on your GPS. The name that will be displayed in
your GPS is embedded in the Map Theme file. In order to change the name displayed
in our GPS you need to open the file in a text editor, such as Notepad, and edit the
Title, and Locale lines. (Alternatively you could use Theme Editor discussed in Section
IV to change the display name)
Why is this important? First of all, you won’t know the name of the Theme unless you
open the file to check. Also, if the file has the same name as one already loaded on
your GPS, you won’t be able to differentiate between the two by the name alone.
To add Custom Map Themes:
1. The first step is to backup all of your existing Map Themes to a folder on your
computer. The preloaded map themes are located in the Map Themes Folder on
your GPS. On the Zumo 590 and 595 the file is: Internal Storage/Themes/Map. I
prefer to save my backup Map Themes in a subfolder of My Garmin in My
Documents labeled Zumo 595 Map Themes to distinguish the original Map
Themes from any Custom Map Themes I have.

2. Find a Custom Map Theme you want to use. It should have a .kmtf file
extension.
3. Download the map theme to your computer. I prefer to save them in a subfolder
of My Garmin labeled Custom Map Themes as in the image above. For this
example we’ll use a Map Theme file named Example Theme-4.
4. Open the Map Theme in a text editor. I use Notepad but any text editor will work.
To open the file in Notepad right click on the file and select “Open With” then
scroll and select “Notepad”

5. In the text editor you need to change the Title, Locale and description to
something that will make sense to you in the future. In this case, I’ve changed
the Title and Locale to “Custom #1” and changed the Description to “Example
Version #1”. (This Description will become evident in the following section
regarding Creating Custom Map Themes.)

I prefer to use the same name in the Title as the File Name so as not be
confusing if I need to find a file in the future. I also like to have a copy of the
original file I downloaded so I’ll save this file as: Custom1.kmtf

6. Now we need to copy this file to your GPS device. Connect the GPS to your
computer via USB, copy the file “Custom1.kmtf”, using File Explorer to navigate
to the Themes folder on your GPS device (Internal Storage/Themes/Map) using
File Explorer and paste it there.
7. Disconnect the GPS device from your computer, turn it on and change the Map
Theme to the newly installed Custom #1 using the steps in Section II.

https://www.newenglandriders.org/GPS/Themes/Themes.htm

IV
Making Custom Map Themes
It’s possible to create you own custom Map Theme by editing an existing theme, either
preloaded or previously created by someone else. There are a couple of ways of doing
this.
The first is to use a text editor and change the hex code for each of the elements.
Although not particularly difficult it is very tedious and requires meticulous attention and
a knowledge of the hex codes of colors.
Thankfully, a couple of folks have developed programs to make this fairly simple and
straight forward. One such program is an online application “Garmin zūmo - Map
colors” by JaVaWa. http://www.javawa.nl/zumocolors.html
Another program, which I prefer and will use here, is Theme Editor downloadable from:
http://www.pinns.co.uk/osm/theme_editor.html

Both of these programs are fairly straightforward and work in similar fashion. Basically,
an existing Theme is opened and the program then lists the elements that can be
changed. An element is selected and you can change the color and or width.
A couple of points to take into consideration:
a. Some preinstalled Themes have more editable elements than others. You may
want to choose one of the themes to edit that has more elements.
b. Some elements are not editable. Also, some elements, even if editable in these
programs, will only display in their original form on some GPSs. For example,
tracks are editable but any changes will not be reflected in the Zumo 590; only
the original color and width will be displayed.
c. The element width is expressed in a ratio. If you change the width parameter to 2
– it will be twice as wide. If you change it to .5 it will be half as wide etc.

Here is a complete list of the map elements (Polygons, highways, and lines) included
in map themes:

I’m not aware of any explanation available for what each of these are but some seem
obvious, like ROAD_UNPAVED or ROAD_RESIDENTIAL. The specific definition and
application may likely varies from one map region to another. For example, I imagine
Road_Interstate is likely to have a different application in North American maps than in
European maps.

Editing Map Themes with Theme Editor 2.5
Download, Install and Register Theme Editor 2.5
Go to: http://www.pinns.co.uk/osm/theme_editor.html and scroll down to just below the
example Themes to find the download link.

This will download a zip file to your computer along with the license agreement. Double
click on the zip file to start the installation process.

Then double click on “theme_extractor.exe” and follow the prompts to install the
program.

Registration
To register the program, click on the Registration/Add Key pull down menu (A in the
following image). Enter “theme_editor@pinns.co.uk” and 82815586 as the key as in
second image below. Then click Apply. There is no cost to register or any subscription
fee. The registration requirement was included by Pinns to avoid the program from
being available for download on virus ridden sites. Please register to help Pinns protect
their intellectual property rights.

When you first open Theme Editor you should get this screen:

A. Registration. Notice the indication in the heading that this is Not Registered,
and there is a Registration button. Please register your installation per the
preceding instructions.
B. Add Line/Polygon lists the elements in the theme and allows the user to select
which elements to be available to edit.
C. Edit Text allows the user to select between editing the hexadecimal text for each
element or using a graphical interface to edit the element. Here we will use the
graphical interface.
D. Presentations can be disregarded. When Garmin first developed Map Themes
they intended to have differing themes for different functions within one map, but
have since abandoned that idea. Only the Guidance Presentation is used.
E. Title is the name of the theme that will be displayed in the GPS. It’s important to
use a name you will recognize when displayed on your GPS. (Refer to Section
III)
F. Description is optional. Using a description may be helpful if you need to revisit
this theme and wonder “Now, why did I do this?”
G. Locality is optional. Can be used for further description to distinguish one theme
from another.
H. Version is optional. May help if you have edited several iterations of the same
file.

Edit an Existing Theme
The first step is to open an existing Theme. From the pull down menu on the main
screen select File/Open and browse to the Theme you want to edit. Here we will use
the theme Example Theme 1.
When the file opens in Theme maker the main screen will be populated with
information like this:

Notice the “Title” “Description” and “Locality” have information in the cells. Changing
the “Title”, “Description”, “Locality” and Version here will eliminate the need to use a
text editor to change them as described in Section III.

In this exercise I’ll change these items to “Custom #1”, “Custom #1 Theme from
Example 1”, “Zumo 595” and “1” respectively.

The large window on the right contains graphical representations of each of the
elements that we can change. While this particular theme shows all available
elements, some themes may show fewer elements. In that case, select
“Add/Line/Polygon” (B) to select additional elements to make them available to edit.

Note that this particular Theme lists a number of Presentations. According to Garmin
all but Guidance can be ignored. You click on any one item, shift-click to select multiple
items or check Select All to add elements to be available to be edited. In this example
Theme all elements have already been previously selected.

To edit any particular element, double-click on the image. For example, to edit Land
double-click on Land and the following window opens:

In this window there are several ways to edit one of the polygons, the Land element;
A. Use the slider in the lower right to lighten or darken the existing color.
B. Enter the hexadecimal in the lower left to change the color.
C. Use the color gradations by clicking anywhere in the scale to change the color, or
D. Select a new color from the table in the top left.

For this example, I’ll darken the color by using the slider in the lower right and clicking
“Apply”.

You can see the color has changed in the main screen

Now let’s change one of the lines, Road Residential:
Double click on the image to open the edit window.

This line contains the line itself and a border. Notice the white arrow pointing to the
center of the line. This is indicating the Line is selected for editing. If we click on the
color table to change the color – the color of the line will be changed but not the color
of the border. Here I’ve selected a brown and moved the slider to darken it.

To change the color of the border, click on one of the borders and two white indicators
will point to the boarders. Then you can change the color of the borders. Here I have
changed the border to blue.

For lines such as roads we can also edit the width of the line and borders using the
controls in the lower left. The numeric value represents a ratio. In this case this line is
.5 times the normal width. To change the width you can use the slider or enter a new
numerical value. Changing the line width to 1.0 results in this:

To eliminate the border simply uncheck the Border Box. Likewise to add a border
where one does not exist check the Border Box.

I generally do not like to have borders on smaller roads so I will eliminate the border in
this case.

Click “Apply” to save the changes

For comparison here are the original and edited versions:

These principles apply to all of the polygons and lines. Simply repeat these steps to
change the other elements you wish to.
Once you’ve made the changes, save the file under a new name, using File/Save. In
this case I will name the file “Custom1”. I generally use the same name for the
filename as I do for the Title to avoid confusion when I am trying to find a specific
Theme.
Finally, follow the steps outlined in Section III, Adding Custom Map Themes, to install
and use the new Custom Map Theme on your GPS.

